
INDUSTRIAL COLLABORATION OF DEPARTMENT OF TRAINING & 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION 

 

The Department has entered into Industrial collaborations with the 

following organizations/ institutions / Companies: 

1. DAIKINAIR-CONDITIONING INDIA PVT. LIMITED (DAIPL):- To impart 
training to the students of RAC trade. DAIPL is organizing Training of 
Trainers program to the teachers. 

2. SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD:- Samsung will run Advanced 
Repair and Skill Enhancement Training Program for students of ITI at ITI 
Dheerpur. 

3. SIEMENS LIMITED:-To spread the benefits of skill up-gradation, Skill 
development, Instructors Training and consistently services to bridge the 
gaps across the skilled man powers for industries. 

4. TATA STRIVE & SIEMENS LTD. :- To provide dual system training in the 
electrician, electronics,  fitter,  Mechanist,  Turner,  Tool  and  Die  (J&F),  
RACT,  Welder  &  MMV  in  iti Pusa. Also provides tradings all Government 
ITIs in subjects like entrepreneurship skills etc. They Also help for 
placement of students. 

5. TATA MOTORS:- TATA Motors has upgraded ITIs under PPP through IMC 
and provided tools equipment and machineries to the Institute ITI Jahangir 
puri and ITI NandNagri. 

6. SHEELA FOAM:-Sheela Foam is associated with Jijabai ITI For Women Siri 
Fort under PPP. 

7. JJ IMPEX & MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED:-A tripartite MoU was 
signed for ITI Arab Ki Sarai, GNCTD to provide advanced training facilities 
for the trainees of Automobile trade. 

8. JJ IMPEX, AXALTA PAINTS& MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED: - A 
quadripartite MoU was signed for ITI Arab Ki Sarai, GNCTD to provide 
advanced training facilities for the trainees of auto body paint and auto 
body repair trade. 

9. ORIENTAL INSURANCE CO. LIMITED: - Equipped a modern lab for the 
trainees of electronics trade at ITI Pusa. 

 
10. HYUNDAI MOTORS INDIA LIMITED:-MoU has been signed for ITI Jail 

Road and Pusa Institute of technology for providing infrastructural and 
technological support to establish a lab and on job training for the trainees 
of automobile trade. 

11. HOTEL CROWNE PLAZA:-MoU was signed  for  providing  expertise  to  set  up  

the  labs and to provide on job training to the trainees of hospitality trade at 
ITI MangolPuri. 

12. JAQUAR FOUNDATION:  -MoU was signed to upgraded facilities in the 
Plumbing field at ITI Narela & Jahangir Puri through active participation of 
the industry. 

13. TATA POWER DDL:-MoU was signed for providing expertise to set up the 
labs and to provide on job training to the trainees of Electrician & 
Electronics trade at ITI DheerPur. 

14. TOYOTA KIRLOSKAR:-MoU was signed for providing expertise to set up 
the labs and to provide on job training to the trainees of Automobile trade 
at ITI DheerPur. 

15. VOLTAS LIMITED:-MoU was signed for providing DST training to the 
trainees of Ref. & A/c trade at ITI DheerPur, Pusa, Malviya Nagar etc. 

16. CISCO SYSTEM:-MoU was signed for providing expertise to set up the labs 
and to provide on job training to the trainees of COPA & Information Tech./ 
CHN trade at ITI DheerPur. 



17. SCIENTECH:-MoU was signed for providing expertise to set up the labs and 
to provide on job training to the trainees of Electronics & Instrumentation 
trade at ITI DheerPur.. 

18. MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA:-MoU was signed for providing expertise to set 
up the labs and to provide on job training to the trainees of Automobile 
trade at ITI MayurVihar. 

19. M/S SPARK MINDA GROUP, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR,  
UTTAR Pradesh is providing training to trainees of ITI  AKS  for  Trade  Tool  
and  Die  Maker (Press tools jigs and fixtures) under DST. 

20. Honda Motorcycles and Scooters India Pvt Ltd (HMSI):- A MOU was  
signed  to impart training to ITI students of ITI Malviya Nagar ,NandNagri 
and ITI Jaffarpur. 

21. Havells India Limited: MoU was signed for providing expertise to set up 
the labs and to provide on job training to the trainees of Electrician Trade 
at ITI Pusa. 

22. LG Electronics Inc: -  is  providing  training to  trainees of ITI PUSA for Trade  
Mechanic Ref. & Air-conditioning Trades. 

23. Times of India (Teach India):- has taken initiative of improvement of Spoken 
English and soft skill of trainees in various institute of Delhi. 

24. Hero Moto Corp Limited: - -A MoU was signed for ITI Arab Ki Sarai, 
GNCTD to provide advanced training facilities for the trainees of two 
wheeler trades. 

25. M/s Maruti Suzuki India Ltd (MSIL)& M/s. Rana Motors (Under 
Proposal):- This MOU will create state of the art training facilities for the 
trainees of Mechanic Auto Electrician & Electronics trade meant to prepare 
workforce for Hybrid & Electric Vehicles which are proposed to be launched 
by M/s MSIL in near future. 

26. TVS Motors ltd:-A MoU was signed for ITI Jail Road, GNCTD to provide 
advanced training facilities for the trainees of two wheeler trades. 

 

27. Hotel Crown plaza Okhla:-A MOU was signed between DTTE and Hotel Crown 
Plaza Okhla to impart training to ITI students of ITI Jail Road for trainees of 
Trade Food Production and Food & Beverages Service Assistant. 

28. Quest Alliance: This MOU will facilitate the Girl/ Female candidates in personality 
development, interview preparation and providing job. 

 


